"THE ARABIAN VOYAGE 1761-67" AND MALTA: FORSSKÅL AND HIS CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF LOCAL NATURAL HISTORY.

George Zammit Maempel

Forsskål

The study of natural history in the eighteenth century was confined mainly to a small number of rich travellers or to a few particularly dedicated naturalists. These generally joined a formal expedition to map, survey, collect and study wildlife or any of the other branches of natural history. The renowned Swedish naturalist Pehr Forsskål, better known by the Latinized form of his name as Petrus Forsskål (1732-63), belonged to the latter category of travelling naturalists. As he provided Malta with the earliest known list of its fossils and described a new species of fossil echinoid, he is considered to have been one of the Pioneers of Maltese Geology. In addition, by providing the first list of the fish found in Maltese waters and a short list of local wild plants, he has also distinguished himself as being one of the founders of the study of other fields of local Natural History.

Forsskål (Plate 1) was a young man of eminently scientific genius and at age 10 (1742), he enrolled himself at the University of Uppsala to study Theology. By the time of his enrolment at this high seat of learning, Forsskål had already carried out a series of investigations on coral reefs. He had discovered that the source of the calcareous material composing coral was the sea water surrounding it, and that the agent responsible for separating the soluble calcium salts from sea water, and for building up from them the calcareous coral structure, was a small polyp. This was allied to the sea-anemone, but distinguished from it by its characteristic habit of growing in colonies and of building calcareous skeletal supports for its soft parts.

---

1 George Zammit Maempel, Pioneers of Maltese Geology. 302 pp., 90 pis (7 col.) (Privately printed at PEG Marsa, Malta, 1989).
Petrus Forsskål, a renowned naturalist as well as an active "freedom fighter", was born in Helsingfors, Sweden (now Helsinki, capital of Finland, but at the time under Swedish rule) on 11 January 1732 and died of the plague at Jerim, Arabia, on 11 June 1763. He was the son of a clergyman and had two brothers and seven sisters. As his father could not financially maintain three sons at the University, Pehr was withdrawn from that Institution and continued his study of Latin, Greek, Philosophy and Theology under his father's guidance. His "particularly fine learning", however, earned him a five year scholarship at the University of Uppsala and two more years at any foreign University of his choice. Forsskål opted for the University of Göttingen, Germany, where he commenced reading Theology, Philology and Oriental Philosophy on 13 October 1753, under that most distinguished, then 36 year old, German theologian and orientalist, Professor Johann David Michaelis. He studied Botany and Natural History under Linnaeus, whom he is said to have absolutely "adored".

Forsskål soon abandoned his idea of entering the Church. In 1756 he graduated with a dissertation, "Dubia de principiis philosophiae recentioris" (Plate 2), wherein he criticised Wolffianism - the most popular philosophical doctrine of his time. That same year he had the unique distinction of being elected, at the very young age of 24, a "Corresponding Member" of the German Academy of Science. Petrus Forsskål was, by now, a very distinguished personality. This notwithstanding, however, the University of Göttingen refused to publish his second controversial dissertation "Thoughts on Civil Liberty" (written partly in Latin and partly in Swedish). In it Forsskål maintained that the individual should enjoy unlimited freedom of expression and the Government only a limited power to censor him - and not the other way round, as was happening in Sweden at the time. For expressing these ideas he was severely reprimanded by the authorities. Instead of abandoning his convictions, however, Forsskål obstinately stuck to his principles and on 23 November 1759, he had his Civil Rights book, Tanker om borgerliga friheten (Thoughts on Civil Liberty), published at his own expense by Salvius of Uppsala.3

"Forsskål, Peter", A Swedish translation of his original French edition (1759) was
Plate 2. Title page of Pehr Forsskal's dissertation presented Göttingen 1756.


Plate 3. Portrait painting of turbaned Carsten Niebuhr at about the age when he visited Malta. It was executed by Hans Hansen (1769-1828) in the 1820's. It is based on the 1774 etching by the German J. F. Clemens (Stettin 1749 - Copenhagen 1831) and belongs to a series of paintings of famous men commissioned for Frederiksborg Castle. (Courtesy: Det Nationalhistoriske Museum, Frederiksborg). Explorer's signature (Courtesy: Pfr. Gesch Möller, Niebuhr-Archiv, Meldorf).

entire print-run of 500 copies was distributed among his students that same afternoon. As the State Administrative Authorities and Censors of Sweden considered the ideas of freedom divulged in Forsskål's book heretical and intolerable, they not only forced him to leave the country but also made an
unsuccessful attempt to round up the distributed copies. The 79 books which they managed to retrieve were duly burnt.

In his fight for individual freedom of expression and of the Press, the headstrong and confident Forskål had lost a battle, but not the war, for in less than twelve months (1760), the Swedish Parliament set up a Committee to consider the question of censorship and, six years later, abolished it completely. By then, however, Forskål had been dead three years and did not see the fruition of his revolutionary ideas, for which he had paid so dearly.

"The Arabian voyage 1761-67"

Shortly after being exiled, Forskål received help from various influential persons including his compatriot and eminent naturalist, Linnaeus, who recommended his favourite former scholar to King Frederick V of Denmark. Linnaeus was later very influential in obtaining for him an early nomination as Professor at the Copenhagen University. In 1760, the eminent theologian and orientalist, Professor Johann David Michaelis - Forskål's former lecturer at the University of Göttingen, and mastermind of the Danish Government's Expedition for the scientific exploration of Egypt, Arabia and Syria - recommended him to J.H.E. Bernstorff, the Danish Foreign Minister. On the basis of these recommendations, Forskål was invited to join the first scientific expedition to explore Egypt, Arabia and Syria - recommended him to J.H.E. Bernstorff, the Danish Foreign Minister. On the basis of these recommendations, Forskål was invited to join the first scientific expedition to the orient as a naturalist. A notice to this effect appeared in the Svenska Mercurius (The Swedish Mercury), informing the general public that:

"Herr Magister Petr. Forskål has been invited by His Majesty the King of Denmark to accompany, as Natural Historian, a scholarly expedition set up with the financial support of His Majesty to journey to the East Indies (?) and the Levant, whereby in addition to the many advantages he will enjoy, he is to have the title and honours of a Professor. This is irrefutable evidence of Herr Professor's merit. He combines a profound knowledge of natural history with philology and Oriental languages, so that scholarship will gain doubly from his expedition".

Forskål was well aware of his academic capabilities and accepted the offer on his own terms, requesting not only a high salary (commencing from 1759, the year of his acceptance) and a pension for life after his return, but also the right to enjoy that pension in any country of his own choice. He did not want to spend the rest of his life in a country (like Sweden and Denmark) where freedom of expression was restricted. In addition, he requested also that all members of the Expedition be of equal rank. This latter condition was imposed, not so much to protect democratic principles as to safeguard his personal liberty during the Expedition. The members composing this ill-fated first scientific mission to explore Egypt, Arabia and Syria, officially known as "The Arabian Voyage 1761-67" were: the cunning, but indolent, Danish Professor Friedrich Christopher von HAVEN (1727-63) - the original chosen leader of the Expedition - as philologist and ethnologist; the German-born mathematician surveyor and astronomer Carsten NIEBUHR (1733-1815), as actual leader (Plate 3) the German Georg Wilhelm BAURENFEIND (1728-63) as artist and engraver; the newly-graduated Danish physician Christian Carl KRAMER (1732-64) as surgeon, the Swedish hussar BERGGREN as handyman and servant and the Swedish Petrus FORSSKÅL (1732-63) as naturalist ("Physicus & Botanicus"). Not only were they an ill-assorted band (2 Danes, 2 Germans, 2 Swedes), but they jealously disliked and distrusted each other.

4 A.O. Moltke, The Lord High Steward, was also behind the practical organisation of the Expedition.


They boarded the Royal Danish Navy "Orlog-Skip" Grønland, in preparation for departure, on 4 January 1761, but their ship weighed anchor and set sail for the Mediterranean a week later, on 10 January. The general public came to know of their departure two days later when the front page of the Kiobenhavnske Danske Posttindende (Copenhagen Post) of 12 January 1761 published the following information.

His Majesty strives ceaselessly for the advancement of scientific knowledge and for the promotion of the welfare of his people. Despite the many commitments of the Government during the present hard times, a few days ago, (His Majesty) despatched (to the Orient) a group of scholars on board the Grønland. They will travel by way of the Mediterranean to Constantinople, and thence through Egypt to Arabia Felix, subsequently returning to Europe via Syria. On all occasions they will seek to make new discoveries and observations in the interest of scholarship and to collect and despatch (to Denmark) valuable Oriental manuscripts, as well as other specimens and rarities of the East.

After listing the names and occupation of the participants, the document adds that:

These men will remain in the Orient for several years, and as they have already spent several years careful preparing themselves for this undertaking, it can be confidently expected that their industry and abilities will, with God's help, achieve beneficial results contributing both to the advancement of knowledge in general and to the more accurate interpretation of the Holy Scripture in particular.

The official notice of the departure of the expedition reveals that, besides the scientific goal, there was also a religious implication. The enterprise was undertaken not solely to study the culture of the Arabs by recording their customs, habits and architecture and to collect and despatch (to Denmark) valuable oriental manuscripts and other specimens and rarities of the East, but also, and mainly, to explore the geography, fauna and flora of Arabia. It was thought that this latter study would promote a more accurate interpretation of the Scripture by clarifying some sections in the Bible relating to this country.

The "Arabian Voyage" was beset with misfortunes from the very start for, on account of unusually heavy storms, the ship could not negotiate the dangerous Kattegat-Skagerrak straits and after many manoeuvres, it had to return to Helsingør (Elsinore). As the storms lasted several weeks, the entry into the North Sea and the real beginning of the Expedition was delayed until 10 March 1761. The Grønland, passed by the Shetland Islands and Iceland, then steered southwards towards Gibraltar, entering the Mediterranean and anchoring near Marseilles (13 May). Meanwhile, on account of the various difficulties and problems prior to their departure, the expedition members with the exception of Niebuhr, requested (and obtained) the Danish Government's permission to go to Constantinople by land. It is known from von Höveng's diary that he left the Grønland on 17 February 1761 and travelled overland to Marseilles. Nothing is known about the journey of the other members of the expedition except that they were reunited at Marseilles and visited near-by "Estac" on 28 May. Their next stop was Malta (June 14-20), followed by stops at some of the Greek Islands and more on the mainland (25 June). From Smyrna, the Grønland is said to have taken the expedition team to the Island of "Bozcaada" reaching Constantinople on 30 July.

The Grønland, accompanied by three other vessels, sailed into Malta's Grand Harbour on 14 June 1761. Records in the Library of the Royal Danish Navy, reveal that the three accompanying ships were not supply vessels for the Expedition, but the Danish merchant ships Den Flyvende Engel (The Flying Angel), De Providentia and Helena et Catharina that were being escorted by their country's warship from Marseilles to Smyrna. The artist Baurenfeind prepared a sketch (later engraved by F. Clemens and reproduced by T. Hansen (1964:69), showing the entrance of the Grønland

---

7 There are no known illustrations of the Grønland, but the still existing shipwrights' plans showing the decorations of bow and stern are reproduced by Thorkild Hansen (1962, 1964: 60).

The log of the Grønland is at the Marineres Bibliotek, Copenhagen. It is written in old Danish. The Malta call is recorded in entries 15 - 23 June 1761 and that on the return journey in entries 8 - 14 January 1762. I am grateful to Mr Sven Sørensen for providing photocopy and translation of these log entries.

8 Pers. comm. Pfr. Gosch Møllcr

9 See C. Niebuhr, Reisebeschreibung, vol. 1 (1775). Niebuhr records the date on p. 13 and the nationality of the ships on p. 15.
into Marseilles harbour with the three small Danish ships waiting at anchor in port ready to be escorted to their destination. In the foreground of this sketch, the artist pictured himself and a well-dressed gentleman (Forsskål) bending to examine a plant growing on a rock overlooking the harbour.

Plate 4. Title page of Forsskål's album (8vo) with specimen "signature". (Courtesy: The Royal Library, Department of Manuscripts, Copenhagen).

Forsskål's album and diary
As was customary in the eighteenth century, Forsskål kept a book - generally called "Album" - in which he recorded the names and happenings of the prominent men he came in touch with. He started keeping these records in 1756, when he was in Göttingen, near Hanover, Germany (Plate 4). At the Manuscript Department of the Det Kongelige Bibliotek in Copenhagen there are two albums of Peter Forsskål. Unfortunately, however, neither contains entries from his visit to Malta in 1761. Throughout the journey to Arabia, Forsskål kept also a log-book, written in Swedish. For almost 200 years, this diary was thought lost, then it reappeared in a chancellery copy in the University Library in Kiel, Germany. The newly-found manuscript, however, is not in Forsskål's hand and therefore could not have been his field diary. It is probably "an edited summary report of the expedition until Forsskål's death." In 1950, the "diary" was published in its original Swedish language as Resa Till Lyckliga Arabien. Petrus Forsskål's Dagbok 1761-1767, by A. Hj. UGGLA, with annotations by the Swedish Linnean Society (Plate 5). The book contains a copy of the fine portrait painting of Petrus Forsskål, commissioned by himself just before his departure, and now kept at Salmecke Castle, Upland in Sweden (Pl.I). The Swedish naturalist's stay in Malta and his observations on Maltese life are described on pp. 19-27 of this edition.

Arrival and stay in Malta
From this diary it is evident that the Expedition's journey to Malta was not uneventful, for on more than one occasion Captain Lorenz Henrich Fisker of the Grönland had to prepare for battle against threatening foreign ships. The last threat came from a British warship that on 6 June 1761 was refused permission to inspect the merchant vessels in the Danish convoy. During this latter episode, when sailors were scurrying on deck preparing for action, the young astronomer Carsten Niebuhr was busily engaged in

10 For a short account of the Expedition's artist, see Leo Swane, I. F. Clemens (Copenhagen, 1929).
setting up his astrolabe and telescope on the foredeck to follow the transit of the planet Venus across the sun’s disk. He fearlessly and nonchalantly carried on with his scientific investigations, complaining, however, that, in spite of the calm weather, his ship was shaking and that this prevented him from obtaining readings of the desired accuracy.

The arrival of the Danish convoy in Valletta Harbour occurred on 14 June 1761, during the time when the Island was under the rule of the Order of St John of Jerusalem and had the Portuguese Fra Emmanuel Pinto de Fonseca as Grand Master (1741 - 73). The official welcome given to the Danish ships upon arrival and Forsskal’s first impressions of Malta upon entering Grand Harbour are thus described in his diary:

We fired a salute of thirteen guns, and this was acknowledged by four guns from the galleys and eleven from the town. The siting of the houses, like an amphitheatre, not only made the view of the town from the harbour very attractive but also explained why the cannon shots sounded so unusually loud.15

It may be of some interest to record here that, during this memorable journey, Commander L.H. Eisker brought with him to the Mediterranean his small son Henrick Lorens lb. 1753). On the way to Malta, the boy was taken ill on board the Gronland and after the ship dropped anchor, the young boy was put ashore and left in the care of some sisters, presumably those of St Ursula, as this Order was then already in existence. The boy (who apparently was picked up by the Gronland on its return journey in December 1761) recovered completely and, thirty five years later (1796), Fisker Junior had the good fortune of revisiting Malta - in command of another Danish man-of-war, the Thetis.16 It is narrated in the biography of his father (who ended up as an Admiral) that, when the Sister who had nursed him (and now the Abbess) learned of his return, she had some

---

15 Forsskal, Resa Till..., 19; T. Hansen/Mc Farlane, 75.
16 The frigate Thetis is the ship that brought (Dec. 1796) from Copenhagen to Malta, the young sculptor Bertel Thorvaldsen (1770-1844) who later befriended Hans Christian Andersen. (See S. Sorensen and J. Schiró, Poet’s Bazaar. Hans Christian Andersen and his visit to Malta in 1841. Introductory essay by Erik DAL. President of the Royal Danish Academy of Sciences and Letters. Exhibition Catalogue compiled by Sven Sorensen and edited by J Schiró (Malta International Book Fair. Malta 1991) 66pp., illus. (p. 10-11, Cat. No. 45).
The two scientists lost no time in making their accurate measurements of the Island’s longitude and latitude. Forsskål and Niebuhr went ashore soon after arrival but as the Swede was busy engaged in investigating the recent and fossil fauna of Malta, Niebuhr was absorbed in his mathematical calculations of the Island’s position on the map. It was due to these accurate measurements of Niebuhr in 1761, that Malta’s position on the map was subsequently altered.

In spite of their heavy scientific commitments, Forsskål and Niebuhr found enough spare time to roam about the Island and visit its many interesting sites. They had a look at monuments, houses, catacombs, churches and the public gardens of “St Antoine” (Sant Anton) at Attard and the orange groves at “Boschetto”, Rabat. In the countryside, their attention was drawn to the warning sign “NON GODE L’IMMUNITA ECCLESIASTICA” etched on an oblong marble slab on the front wall of wayside chapels to inform criminals that that particular chapel did not provide them protection against the Law.

Forsskål seems to have been greatly impressed by the coastal salt pans at Salina, which he calls “salt extraction installations on the coast” (Resa Till. 1950:23), and was particularly intrigued by the fact that on hot summer days, the Maltese brought snow from Sicilian mountain tops and used it for cooling their drinking water (p. 22). His diary includes also an account of the display of Catholic pomp, which he had witnessed for the first time here in Malta. He also records visiting the church of St Paul at Città Vecchia (the Cathedral at the old capital, Mdina) and the parish church of St Helen at “Buclacar” (Birkirkara). It is surprising that neither Forsskål nor Niebuhr had any comments to make on the Mdina Cathedral and on the Birkirkara Church, which Forsskål curiously records was "not yet complete". The latter sanctuary, designed by the 27 year old Maltese architect Domenico Cachia in 1727 (and according to other records completed by 1745) is considered to be the finest parish church on the Island.

When writing about his visit to St John’s Co-Cathedral in Valletta, however, sceptic Forsskål is much more informative and records having been shown some reliquaries including one said to contain “a thorn from the crown of Christ”. To his experienced eye of a botanist, the object enclosed within the reliquary in no way resembled Rhamnus spinos (Passion thorn) and, not realizing that most of the medieval reliquaries are symbolic, he went into some trouble to declare this one a fake. At Rabat, Niebuhr and Forsskål visited St Paul’s Church and the underlying Grotto and record that it was here that they first came to know about the reputed anti-poison and medicinal properties of the Cave-rock and of its stamped or sealed form known as terra sigillata melitensis (1950:26).

The expedition stayed in Malta from 14 to 20 June 1761 but during that short period of time, its members carried out a considerable amount of scientific work. It is interesting to note that the first scientific observation made by Forsskål upon arrival, and recorded in his diary, is the abundant presence of the jellyfish “Medusa verrucosa”, which he does not describe or

References

19 In this connection, in his Reisebeschreibung (1775:20), Niebuhr refers to an interesting publication that is not known to have ever been quoted in Melitensia lists: R. P. Feuille, "Astronomische Beobachtungen über die Länge und Breite der Insel Malta", Journal des observations physiques, mathématiques & botaniques.
20 Niebuhr, Reisebeschreibung, 19.
22 In his book Delle Reliquie dei Santi nella Chiesa Concattedrale di San giovanni Battista dell’Isola di Malta (1950:pp. Napoli, 1926, pp. 19-20), Mgr Isidoro Can, FORMOSA refers to this reliquary as having once been in the Co-Cathedral’s collection, and records that it originally belonged to the Patriarchal Basilica of Constantinople, where it was reputed to have flowered when displayed during the Good Friday celebrations. It was declared authentic and miraculous by the General Chapter of the Order in 1446, and became a sacred reliquary by decree of Pope Eugene IV on 21 January 1632. After the fall of the Empire, Bajazette donated it to the Grandmaster in Rhodes. FORMOSA records that the original ostensory is now missing and only a tube containing a small fragment survives. I am grateful to Rev. Can John Azzopardi, Curator of the Cathedral Museum, Mdina, Malta for drawing my attention to this reference.
illustrate.\(^{23}\) It's local vernacular generic name is given as "Brāmā, written with balls as if it were a Swedish word (1950:19).

In his diary, Forsskål mentions also coming across a few interesting local plants - *Adiantum capillus* - *ven(eri)*, *Salicornia europ*. *Salsola soda*. *Cichorium spinosum* and *Hedera helix* but makes no reference to the fossil molluscs and echinoids listed in his *Descriptiones Animalium*.

**Maltese rocks and fossils**

Forsskål's diary and Niebuhr's accounts both give long descriptions of the rocky island and Giovanni Gulia\(^ {24} \) records (without giving any evidence or references to support his statement) that the Danish Expedition carried out various "geological, botanical and zoological" studies. In view of the above statements, it was considered possible that the Swedish naturalist might have investigated the Island's rock formations and other geological features but no evidence of any such undertaking was found. He does, however, identify the calcareous nature of Maltese rocks when he states that local fossils are embedded *in lapide calcareo, ex quo tota consta insula* - in limestone of which the entire island is composed. (*Descriptio animalium*, 1775:139). He also comments on the softness and suitability of Maltese stone for building purposes, adding that it contains abundant shells embedded in it (*Flora*, 1775, "Observatio").

In the list of Maltese fossils, which he calls *TESTACEA FOSSILIA* - *MELITENSIA* (Plate 6),\(^ {25} \) Forsskål ignores completely the vertebrate remains embedded in Maltese rocks and lists solely 11 molluscs (items 34-40).

\(^{23}\) As Forsskål does not give a description or an illustration of the species *Medusa verrucosa*, and as it is not recorded in the tenth edition of C. Linnaeus, *Systema Naturae per Regna Tria Naturae*, Tom. 1, Editio Decima (Holiniae, 1758) 658-660, the name is probably a *nomen nudum*.

\(^{24}\) Giovanni Gulia, "Uno sguaido alla Zoologia delle Isole Maltese," IX Congr. Int. Zoologie, Monaco (1913) 545-555. (p. 545 fn.1)

\(^{25}\) *Descriptio animalium*, 1775, Section V, pp. 139-140, Nos. 34-47. Notwithstanding that as early as 1670, the Sicilian painter Agostino Scilla (*La vera speculazione disingannata dal senso, Lettera responsive circa i corpi che petrificati si trovano in varie luoghi terrestri*, Napoli per Andrea Colichia, 8vo, 1688, pp. 28 pls.) described and figured a number of Maltese fossils, Forskål's above-mentioned contribution is thought to be the earliest "scientific LIST" of the invertebrate fossils of the Maltese Islands.

---

Plate 6. A list of Maltese Invertebrate fossils given by Forsskål in his *Descriptiones Animalium*, 1775: 139-140. Thought to be the first scientific list for Maltese fossils.
44) and three echinoids or sea urchins (items 45-47) without illustrating any. Items 34-42 are Linnaean names: 26 Ostrea pecten is a "nomen nudum" of no scientific significance, whilst the identity of Ostrea obscura? is doubtful. Items No 45 and 46 represent Linnaean names of echinoids. 27 The long description following item No. 47 Echinus pentagonus; oblongopentagonus; ambulacris quisin, bipartitis, superficie ocellata .... suggests that he was erecting a species new to science. Unfortunately, however, this new species was not given a Latin binomial, but only a descriptive polynomial name, as was customary in pre-Linnaean times. In addition, his description is much too vague and no illustration is provided. The additional descriptive detail Superficies supra & subius ocellata, however, fits only two Maltese echinoids; the small Lovenia anteroalta (sub Sarsella, Gregory 1891) and the much larger, rarer and more abundantly ocellated (and consequently more conspicuous) Lovenia duncani (sub Sarsella, Gregory 1891). (Plate 7). 28 To ascertain the correct identity of Forsskål's new species of fossil echinoid, a (fruitless) search was made for the presence of any Maltese fossil echinoids amongst the Arabian Voyage 1761-67 collections at the Copenhagen Museum, and for any reference to them in publications relating to this scientific enterprise. Four of the Arabian Voyage collections have been studied in recent years: the corals by Crossland

27 Forsskål's "Echinus lacanus" is "Schizaster lacanus" which refers to the local Schizaster parkinsoni, whilst "Echinus rosaceus" is "Clypeaster rosaceus", a reference to the local Clypeaster marginaus or possibly C. altus.

31 Yaron et al., (see p.45 fn.13)
Local natural history, Forsskål's books and collections...

Forsskål died from the plague at Jerim, Yemen, on 11 July 1763 and no official memorial is known to have been set up in Denmark or Yemen to commemorate his adventure and his contribution to science. The exact place of his burial is not known, and can probably no longer be identified for the placing of a tombstone. His contribution to science, however, will always be remembered through his three major works, listed hereunder. All three relate to the natural history of the regions visited by the Danish Expedition and were published posthumously in 1775-76 by Forsskål's fellow traveller and friend Carsten Niebuhr, the sole survivor of the expedition, who, not being able to find a willing sponsor to share his burden, had them published at his personal expense:


Descriptiones Animalium, Amphibiorum, Piscium, Insectorum, Vermium: quae in itinere orientali observavit Petrus Forsskål Prof. Haun. Post mortem auctorius edidit Carsten NIEBUHR. Adjuncta est Materia Medica Kahirina atqae Tabula Maris Rubri Geographica. Hanniae (Copenhagen), 1774, ex officina Mülleri, aulae Typographi apud Heinneck in Faber. (Nicolaus Möller for Heinneck and Faber). 164pp., 2 engraved maps of the surroundings of the Red Sea, opposite the title page (Plate 9);

and

Icones rerum naturalium quae in itinere orientali dipingi curavit. Edited by Carsten Niebuhr. Illustrations by G.W. BAURENFEIND. Copenhagen. 1776. 43 pls. (Plate 10).

The Flora Aegyptiaco-Arabica (1775) is Forsskål's most important botanical work (Pl.8). It contains a large number of Arabian plants, here described for the first time. Apart from the "Flora Aegyptiaca" and the "Flora Arabico-Yemen", the work contains also information about the flora of "Estac" (near Marseilles), Constantinople and surroundings, and of some of the Greek Islands visited by the Danish Expedition.

In Malta, Forsskål's main botanical excursion was to Salina and his "Florida Insuiae Melitae" (pp. xiii-xiv) (Plate 11(a)(b)) includes only 87 items - 9 cultivated and 78 native species. The paucity of Maltese plant

54 The first list of Maltese plants, "De Plantis quae in Melita et Graeco observantur," was prepared by the Maltese physician Gian Francesco Buonanuco in 1670. It enumerated 243 native and cultivated species but was never published; two manuscript copies (one with additional notes and Maltese names) are at the National Library, Valletta and a third one is at the Natural History Museum, London. In 1689, the Maltese physician Filippo Cavallini raised this record to 326 species when he published in Rome his "Pulgus meliensis seu omnium herbarum in insula Melita ejusque dislrielis enascentium perbrevis enarrationem," in: Brevis enumeratio plantarum praecipui anno publico sapientiae Romanae medicium simplicium professore iusserit, et quae in Hortum Hyemalem redacte asservaret (pp. 103-29).
life is therein attributed not only to the inadequate nature of local soil ("Flora Insulae adeo male in saxo Melitensis habitat et parvum plantarum progenien educat" (p.8.)), but also to the small size of local fields and their inadequate cultivation.

Of the Maltese flora listed by Haslam, Sell and Wolseley (1977), one genus (Pteranthus) and seven species (Urtica dubia, Pteranthus dichotomus, Coronopus squamatus, Orobanche crenata, Halophila stipulacea, Vulpea fasciculata and Polygogon semiverticulatus) still carry Forsskål's authorship. In addition, there is also the little known Genus, Forskalia (Family Urticaceae) which Linnaeus dedicated to his Swedish friend and eminent botanist.

The second part of the book contains a more elaborate description of over 800 plants, often with their Arabic names, whilst sketch maps prepared by Niebuhr outline the itinerary of the Expedition. It is interesting to note that none of the illustrations in the Flora Aegyptiaco-Arabica are by Baurenfeind, the artist of the expedition. With the exception of a plate illustrating spiders (by Georg HAAS) and another (Pl. III) figuring a plant with tendrils (by Meno HAAS), all plant illustrations in this book carry the name of the artist Peter HAAS. It should here be recalled, however, that Baurenfeind's original drawings were lost (probably engulfed by the great fire which, in 1795, destroyed that part of Copenhagen where the University was situated) and that the Haas family were the engravers who made the copper plates in Niebuhr's works and in the Icones, from Niebuhr's and Baurenfeind's originals.

In 1790, the plants collected by Forsskål on his Arabian journey, as well as some others "recently discovered", were described in detail by Martino Vahl in his Symbolae Botanicae.

56 Martino Vahl (1790), Symbolae Botanicae sive Plantarum tam earum, quas in itinere, inprimis orientali, collegit Petrus Forskal, quam recentius detectarum, Exactiores Descriptiones, nec non Observatione circa quasdam plantas adhuc cognitias, auctore Martino Vahl; Professore Regio Socio Societatis Agrariorum Transnissis, Physico-Botanicæ et Geographiis Florentinis, Georgicoe Transsienis, scientiarum, quae velitis est, Physiographicae Lundensis, Scientiarum Norvegicarum solidae. Pars Prima cum Tabulis XXV aeri incisis. (Hauniae, Nicolau Möller et Filius, MDCCXC). An English translation with an introduction by A. Fox Moore was reprinted by Scandinavian Fine Editions in 1984: Symbolae Botanicae or Exact Descriptions of Plants collected by Petrus Forskal on his Arabian Journey and other recently discovered Plants together with Observations of some previously known Plants by MARTIN VAHL, Part One (Copenhagen, 1790).
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Plate 9 Title page of Forsskål's second major work.
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Plate 10 Title page of Forsskål's third major work.
All along the sea-route, Forsskål diligently collected and studied marine animals and seaweed, and at each port of call, he went ashore and carried out scientific investigations in the region. Whenever possible, he also visited the local University and Botanical Gardens and contacted local naturalists. During his short stay on the Island, Forsskål met (invent!) a learned Maltese doctor-naturalist whom he describes as a Botanicus socium & ducem Medicus perissimum quae Parishes commorans vetera Scientiae.

**PLATE 11a,b**  Maltese “Florula” (Flora Aegyptica-Arabica, 1775: xiii-xiv).

**Dr Giorgio Locano**

All along the sea-route, Forsskål diligently collected and studied marine animals and seaweed, and at each port of call, he went ashore and carried out scientific investigations in the region. Whenever possible, he also visited the local University and Botanical Gardens and contacted local naturalists. During his short stay on the Island, Forsskål met (invent!) a learned Maltese doctor-naturalist whom he describes as a Botanicus socium & ducem Medicus perissimum quae Parishes commorans vetera Scientiae.

**FLORULA MELITENSIIS.**

| 1. SAUCORNA europaea. Ad Sal. | 11. CRINITUM maritimum. Ad Sal. |
| 2. JUVETTA corniculata. | 12. SOLANUM esculentum. Ad Sal. |
| 3. ROSMARINUS officinalis. | 13. HYOSCYANUM niger. Ad Sal. |
| 5. POA annua. | 15. DAUCUS carota. |
| 6. PANICUM miliaceum. | 16. MECANIA latifolia. |
| 7. P. glaucum. | 17. RICINUS communis. |
| 8. POLYXYEON argenteum. in salinis. | 18. GUGIUM quinquefolium. |
| 10. VENEA fruticans. | 20. PISUM sativum. |
| 11. PERSICARPA argentea. | 21. SCROPA communis. |
| 12. AGOSTERUS segetum. | 22. CUCUMIS sativus. |
| 13. CYNODON pascens. | 23. CONVOLVULUS ascasis. |
| 15. GIACANELLA maritima. | 25. CUCURBITA maxima. |
| 16. FLAVIVARGUS communis; haii loco. | 26. ERYTHRANTHUS communis. |
| 17. P. nemorosum. | 27. V. nilotica. |
| 18. LUTUS communis. Ad Sal. | 28. PHLOX paniculata. |
| 22. T. officinalis. | 32. A. ramosa. |
| 24. S. marina. | 34. T. maritima. |


**Plate 11b**  Naturales fundamentum lucrae est curaque debemus exhibere in Fauna Catalogum Pictium Meliteniensium. 37 For some unknown reason, the identity of this doctor-naturalist, who supplied Forsskål with a list of the fish occurring in Maltese waters, is not revealed and the Catalogue is enigmatically presented to the reader in the anonymous: *Catalogus Pictium Meliteniensium: A medico doctissimo communicavit* (Plate 12). The reference is probably to a certain Dr Giorgio Giovan Battista LOCANO from Senglea, one of the most prominent physicians of his day and a man with

---

37 Flora Aegyptica-Arabica, 8. See also: “Catalogus Pictium Meliteniensium”, pp. xviii-xix.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalogue Pisium Melitensis, a Medicin Doctori1mo C11110 Medicalis.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delphinus arca, (Mol.) i Defla; delphis, I delfino; delphii, delphi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reo, orca, Cetura Boreae; orca, orca, orca, orca, orca, orca.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squalus pristis, il Squalo, in Squali, il Squalo, il Squalo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squalus mitsukurii, il Squalo, il Squalo, il Squalo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tursiops truncatus, il Tursiops, il Tursiops, il Tursiops.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delphinus capensis, il Delfino, il Delfino, il Delfino.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delphinus delphis, il Delfino, il Delfino, il Delfino.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delphinus delphis, il Delfino, il Delfino, il Delfino.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delphinus delphis, il Delfino, il Delfino, il Delfino.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plate 12(a,b) The first catalogue of Maltese fish. Work attributed to the Maltese doctor-naturalist Giorgio Locano from Senglea, but published anonymously in Forskal's Animalium (1775 : xviii-xix).
four short Latin medical treatises to his academical credit. Giorgio Locano studied Medicine at Montpellier, from where he obtained a doctorate in 1749; in 1751, he was elected Member of the French Royal Academy of Sciences and in 1754 served as Doctor on board the Galleys of the Order. He subsequently appointed Physician to the Women's Hospital and District Medical Officer of Valletta. He soon became one of the Principal Physicians of the Holy Infirmary and a Member of the Proto-Medical College of Malta, where he was entrusted with the teaching of Botany and other Medical subjects to medical students. Forsskål, however, never mentions Locano (or anyone else) by name and as Locano was well qualified in Botany, it is possible that he helped also in the compilation of the "Florula Insulae Melitae". The fact that Locano's full credentials are listed only in the Flora (p.8), is, presumably, an indication that the Flora preceded the Descriptions Animalium.

It is, indeed, very curious (and unflattering for Malta) that Forsskål's Album has no entry for his Malta stay and that at the Oriental Department and at the Manuscripts Department of the Royal Library in Copenhagen, as well as at the Zoological Museum of that same city and at the "Office for History of Science" at Uppsala University there is no knowledge of, or documents relating to, this doctor-naturalist. It should be recalled, however, that, when, in his "Diary" (Resa till Ugglan, 1950: 27) Forsskål refers to the "learned friend" who taught him about Maltese fishes, and to the professor who could teach about the History of Minerals (Ochentens Mineral Historie kan inhaantas of detta prof.), he marks these two references with one (*) and two asterisks (**) respectively. Unfortunately, both these footnotes are lost (Pers. comm. T. Frängsmyr), so that the names of these (?) two naturalists will remain unknown.

38 Dissertatio physiologica de mecanico feminarum tributa. (Montpelii, 1749); De novo spinalis medulla ducta (Malta, 1761); De imperio musculorum in oeconomia animali (Malta, 1774); De imperio gangliorum in oeconomia animali (Malta, 1776)
40 NLV Archives 1172, f. 180; Cassar (1965), 447.
41 Cassar (1965), 446.
42 NLV Archives 875, ff 498, 501; Cassar (1965) 447.
43 Pers. comm. Stig. T. Rasmussen, Palle Ringsted, Dr. Tom Schiotte respectively.

Forsskål's Arabian Voyage

Descriptiones Animalium, Amphibiorum, Piscium, Insectorum, Vermium: quae in itinere orientali observavit Petrus Forsskål (Pl. 9), the second major work of Forsskål, is a fundamental treatise on the fauna of the areas visited by the Danish Expedition. The book is one of the most accurate of faunal lists, and one which shows a fine feeling for taxonomic distinction scarcely traceable in any previous author. In the FOREWORD (p. 17), Niebuhr comments on the scarcity of illustrations by Baurenfeind stating that Delineationes Animalium, e Classe praeiecte Vermium, hund paucas egregiae pinxit manu industrius BAURENFEIND. In fact, the book carries no illustrations except for a plate with two maps of the Red Sea region delineated by "I. Haas". This deficiency in illustrations, however, is amply remedied by the clear and adequately detailed descriptions given by Forsskål.

To the student of natural history of the Maltese Islands, this book is of very particular interest as it includes the first known scientific list of Maltese Fossils (pp. 139-140) (Plate 6) and the first list of the Fishes encountered in Maltese waters (pp. xviii-xix) (Plate 12). The latter list of 117 Latin names includes the Maltese equivalent for 50 of the listed species. Arabic names are not included in the list, but appear (in Arabic writing) in the text describing the species.

Forsskål's third major work to be edited by Carsten Niebuhr is Icones rerum naturalium quae in itinere orientali dipingi curavit (1776) (Plate 10). It contains 43 illustrations of plants and animals, mostly new to science, observed or collected by the Swedish naturalist during his journey to Arabia. The plates are the work of the Expedition's artist G. F. Baurenfeind, who, on 29 August 1763, at the age of 35 years, died en route to Bombay. The text accompanying the drawings was contributed by the Danish Botanist Johan Zoëga (1742-88), who, most probably, helped also in the compilation and editing of Forsskål's other books from the almost 1800 sheets of his field notes.

The Malta - Yemen leg of the trip.

On the morning of 20 June 1761, the Danish convoy berthed in Malta's Grand Harbour weighed anchor and set sail for Alexandria, Egypt, receiving
the usual farewell ceremonial salute on its way out. Forsskål's diary records that shortly after leaving the Island, Niebuhr was struck down with a very severe attack of dysentery, from which he made an uneventful recovery. He felt so miserable during this bout of intestinal trouble that he had almost given up all hope of ever seeing Constantinople - let alone Arabia Felix. At Constantinople, (the Byzantium of ancient times, now Istanbul), the members of the expedition were the guests of the Danish ambassador S. W. von Gähler (30 July - 8 September 1761).\footnote{Kirketerp-Møller, 1970: 153. During his stay in Constantinople, von Haven bought for the Royal Library in Copenhagen a series of 34 fine Islamic manuscripts. A list of these is given at the end of Kirketerp-Møller's article (see p.41 fn 6).} After visiting Smyrna (Now Izmir) and some islands of the Greek archipelago (Milo, Faloniere, Andros), the Expedition finally landed at Alexandria, ascended the Nile and visited Mount Sinai and Suez. The very title of von Haven's diary, *Tagebuch über eine Reise von Suez nach dem Djebel el-Mokateb getan vom 6ten bis 25sten September 1762*, shows that the expedition left Suez on 6 September 1762 and reached Djebel el-Mokateb on the 25th of the same month. In October 1762, after a stay of one year in Egypt and Sinai, the party sailed southwards to Saudi Arabia reaching Jeddah at the end of 1762. They stayed here only a short while, then sailed to Luhaïya, a port on the coast of Yemen, and afterwards journeyed overland to Mokha, then an important port in the coffee trade.

The fate of the Danish expedition.

Disaster soon struck the Danish expedition. In May 1763, when the philologist F.C. von Haven died, the expedition sustained its first in a series of major setbacks. This was followed, two months later (11 July 1773), by the death of the naturalist Forsskål. Some of the natural history material collected by him had already been shipped to Copenhagen before his death and the remaining crates were later on dispatched home by Niebuhr via Bombay, Canton and Tranquebar.\footnote{Yaron 	extit{et al.} 1986:160 (see p.45 fn 13).} The surviving members of the team then visited Sana (capital of Yemen) but were obliged to return to Mokha from where they sailed to Bombay. The Imam of Sana honoured the leader of The Arabian Voyage with the gift of an Arab costume - including turban, curved dagger, long spear and cape. At a later date, the artist Br...
orphaned of both parents and earned a living by working as a farmhand on his parents’ farm. Nonetheless, he managed to study in Göttingen (1757-60), where he learned surveying, mathematics, Arabic and astronomy, becoming proficient in all these subjects. This German-born traveller from Hannover, was now the sole survivor of the ill-fated expedition, but his health was poor and he was on his own, stranded in India thousands of miles away from home. He is said to have managed to survive and restore himself to health by adopting native dress and food. It took him 14 months to be once again fit enough to undertake the arduous journey to Copenhagen. He travelled through Muscat, Persia (Iran), Mesopotamia, Cyprus, Asia Minor and Brusa, reaching Istanbul in February 1767 and Copenhagen nine months later on 20 November 1767. It is said that when he arrived back in Denmark, after an absence of almost seven years, he was “a forgotten man” because political interference and personal animosities had suppressed the significance of the scientific attainments of The Arabian Voyage.

The expedition lasted six years (1761-67) - some maintain that it lasted only three years (1761-64), as by 1764 all its members, except Niebuhr, had died on the way. During those three eventful years previously unknown parts of Yemen were explored, and when, in 1767, Niebuhr returned to Copenhagen, he brought with him great results. These included, not only his journal and astronomical data, but also the albums and diary of the naturalist Forsskål, that of the philologist von Haven, the limited number of drawings executed by himself and by Baurenfeind, as well as the 34 fine and rare Oriental manuscripts bought by von Haven.50

After his return, Niebuhr lived initially in Copenhagen where he held posts in the Danish Military Services and was “Captain of Engineers in the Service of the King of Denmark” (Plate 15). Here he married the daughter of the King’s personal doctor on 15 September 1773 and wrote, the story of the expedition in two well illustrated accounts published by Nicolaus Möller, Kopenhagen: Beschreibung von Arabien (Description of Arabia) (1772) (Plate 13) and “Reisebeschreibung nach Arabien und andern umliegenden Ländern” (Description of a journey to Arabia and other

50 Kirkelterp - Möller 1970:153 (see p.41 fn.6).
Plates 14, 15. Title page of Niebuhr’s Reisebeschreibung (1775) and of its English translation by Robert Heron (Edinburgh, 1792).

contiguous countries). Vol. 1 (1774), Vol. 2 (1778)\(^5\) (Plate 14). His works were translated into French and English.\(^6\) (Plate 15). From his travel accounts and from the contents of the diaries of the various members

\(^5\) Another German edition of Niebuhr’s Reisebeschreibung, edited by Gloyer and Oldhausen, was published in 1837 by Friednch Perthes, Hamburg.

\(^6\) “Description de l’Arabie d’apres les Observations et Recherches fait dans les Pays Meme” Amsterdam, 4to., xliii, 372, (xii). (French translation by F.L. Mourier, of the original “German edition,” “Beschreibung von Arabien”, (1774-80); “Voyage en Arabie et en autres Pays de l’Orient avec l’extract de sa description de l’Arabie et des observations de Mr Forskål” (Suisse (Bernu) Libraires Associes, 1785), 2 vols., illus., fold. maps. (Maita: Vol.1 pp. 7-9); “Voyage en Arabie et en autres Pays circonvoisins”. (1774-78). For title of English translation see Pl. 15.
of the expedition, it is now possible to reconstruct with considerable accuracy the eventful journey of The Arabian Voyage 1761-67. In Copenhagen, Niebuhr edited and published also the three major works of his deceased Swedish fellow traveller and friend, Petrus Forsskål: *Flora Egyptiaco-Arabica* (1775), *Descriptiones Animalium* (1775) and *Icones rerum naturalium* (1776).

In 1792, upon being offered a post in the Civil Services of Holstein, Germany, he went to reside at Meldorf in Holstein. Here he built himself a house (Plate 16), now owned by Goldsmith Prof. Gosch Möller, who turned the place into an archive, "Niebuhr-Archiv der Domgoldschniede zu Meldorf". On the 100th anniversary of the birth of his son, Professor Barthold Georg Niebuhr (27.9.1776 - 2.1.1831), a marble tablet was mounted on the market-square side of the Niebuhr house with an inscription commemorating the memory of this famous German historian, philologist and statesman, and that of his father Carsten, the pioneer Arabian traveller. As this plaque contained no information about their achievements, but merely recorded the dates of their birth and death, Prof. Gosch Möller was instrumental in having a bronze plate set up and affixed at the entrance to the house. Warded in Lower German, Carsten Niebuhr's own customary language, the bronze plate records that:

"In the year 1780, the Danish King's Secret Budget Advisor, CARSTEN NIEBUHR, Knight of the "Danegyld-Order" (= Order of the Cross), President of the Court, built this house and lived here. With his travels to Arabia and Mesopotamia, he served science eminently. With his investigations and writings, he showed Grotefind the way to the clarification of the cuneiform writing. He re-discovered the lost Niniveh and his calculations of the Gulf of Suez were so precise that they could be used a hundred years later for the building of the Canal".  

Niebuhr's and Forsskål's memorials

Carsten Niebuhr died at Meldorf on 26 April 1815 at the age of 82. His former residence in that town has been turned into a Niebuhr-Archiv and is now marked with a marble commemorative tablet and a bronze plate outlining some of his achievements. A memorial tablet has been set up also in the church of his birthplace, Luedingworth (Plate 17) and an inscribed tombstone once adorned his burial place in the Protestant Cathedral of Meldorf. These are befitting monuments to the memory of a man who was not only an intrepid pioneer in the scientific exploration of Arabia, but also one who, by his extensive travels, maps, descriptions and many-sided observations, became a source of profound knowledge of the Orient to others. His main contribution to the scientific world - particularly in the field of Arabian geography and in the field of natural history of all the localities visited by the Expedition - was, however, that of "surviving to tell the story". By so doing, Niebuhr gave sense to the heavy sacrifices of the expedition: for he despatched or brought back with him, not only the maps and the journals of his deceased comrades, the botanical, zoological and geological collections and the documentation compiled by his naturalist friend and fellow traveller, Forsskål, but also the accurate illustrations prepared by the artist Baureifel. These include the three small Danish merchant ships at anchor in Marseilles, the Arab fisherman at Djedda, a woman selling bread, the dancers that bade the party farewell and the lateen-sailed boat that was to take the Expedition to Arabia.

As opposed to Niebuhr, however, the eminent naturalist Petrus Forsskål has no known Danish memorial erected to his memory to remind posterity of his great scientific achievements in the field of natural history of the various countries (including Malta) visited by the Danish Expedition. He lies forsaken in an unmarked grave somewhere in Jarium, Yemen. The only - but everlasting - memorial of his scientific enterprises are his three major works: the *Flora Egyptiaco-Arabica*, the *Descriptiones Animalium* and the *Icones*, all of which were edited and published posthumously by Carsten Niebuhr. So great is human ingratitude, that Niebuhr could not even find a sponsor to lighten his financial burden and had to publish the books at his own personal expense.... And yet, as Niebuhr himself records, Forsskål was the best informed member and the real leader of the Expedition!


54 At the turn of the last century, the pavement of the Dom had to be removed to install piping for the central heating and Niebuhr's tombstone and bones were transferred to a central grave in the new cemetery.
Niebuhr's house at Meldorf, now the "Niebuhr-Archiv der Domgoldschmiede". (Courtesy: the present owner, Pfr. Gosch Møller).

Forsskal's name is not much known in Malta, but he was, in fact, one of the founders of local palaeontology and of the study of other fields of natural history of the Maltese Islands. In addition, his diary and books give a clear picture of Maltese life in those days, for in spite of their heavy scientific commitments, Niebuhr and Forsskal found time also for a look at local houses, monuments, churches, catacombs, public gardens and the Maltese countryside. They did not fail to observe and describe also some local customs and traditions like religious pomp, the salt pans on the coast, the fixing of a prominently displayed marble slab on country chapels warning criminals that that particular chapel did not offer them a safe refuge from the Law and the strange, but true, fact that snow from Etna was imported to cool local drinks in summer!

Denmark has not been grateful to Forsskal and the other young men of The Arabian Voyage 1761-67. They might not have all been Danish by birth, but all of them most willingly sacrificed their youth, and ultimately gave their all, in the service of that Country, its King and the entire scientific world.
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